In this paper we investigate the endogenous information contained in four liquidity variables at a five minutes time scale on equity markets around the world: the traded volume, the bid-ask spread, the volatility and the volume at first limits of the orderbook. In the spirit of Granger causality, we measure the level of information by the level of accuracy of linear autoregressive models. This empirical study is carried out on a dataset of more than 300 stocks from four different markets (US, UK, Japan and Hong Kong) from a period of over five years. We discuss the obtained performances of autoregressive (AR) models on stationarized versions of the variables, focusing on explaining the observed differences between stocks.
Introduction
The raise of electronic trading not only increased the traded volumes and decreased the bid-ask spread, but also increased the trading frequencies [24] : market makers are now High Frequency Market Makers [35] (as an example: Barclays, Goldman Sachs and Bank of America have been replaced in 2016 by Global Trading Systems, Virtu Financial, KCG Holdings and IMC as the only four designated market makers of the New York stock exchange [34] ), traders use smart order routers and trading algorithms to seek liquidity and schedule large orders [32] , while investors reassess more frequently their decisions. The mix of these different flows shapes liquidity dynamics, and liquidity dynamics drives trading costs and the capability to invest at a predictable price (see [4, 9, 41] for details about dynamics of the market impact of large orders).
A better understanding of liquidity dynamics is hence of paramount importance for intermediaries, investors and regulators [31] . Some academic studies focus on very high frequency dynamics, the most celebrated family being the use of Hawkes processes (see [5] , [28] or [21] ) to explain high frequency price moves (and hence intraday volatility) using the list of past events affecting the orderbook (transactions, cancellations, price moves, etc). Another high frequency approach is driven by looking at the transitions from one state of the orderbook to another, typically using a Markov chain on queue sizes (see [26] or [12] ). Both approaches underline the role of the recent past of liquidity in explaining its future state. These results show that the endogenous component of liquidity dynamics cannot be neglected 1 . Because of the analysis of high frequency data is intensively CPU and memory consuming, these studies usually focus on few typical stocks or futures, having a "large tick" (i.e. an average value of the bid-ask spread in ticks being lower than 1.3).
In the context of econometrics, academic paper usually prefer to use "bins" of data, typically undersampling price dynamics at a 5 minutes frequency 2 . A typical metric used in such papers is the variance ratio (for instance 30 minutes volatility divided by 5 minutes volatility), as an indirect indicator of the ratio of exogenous over endogenous part of price dynamics (see [22] or [36] and references herein). Some papers build ad hoc models, like [7] that combines a PCA on previously traded volume on forty French liquid stocks (the components of the CAC 40 index in September 2014) and an ARMA model to predict the volume traded during the next five minutes. Another example is [8] , in which authors focus on exogenous shocks on liquidity. All these papers implicitly assume autocorrelation (or not) of their variables of interest, without providing stable reference statistics over a large universe of stocks, covering more than one geographical zone.
Another important field relying on five-minute to one-hour "bins" of liquidity characteristics is optimal trading. Most optimal trading (or optimal liquidation) algorithms used by market participants focus at this kind of time scale [32, Chapter 3] . Very few papers in optimal trading include autocorrelations in their theoretical framework, simply because of the mathematical complexity generated by path-dependence for stochastic control. Correlations between different liquidity-related variables have been used (see [30] ) and some path dependencies have been recently introduced (see [2] for Hawkes process, [33] for OrnsteinUhlenbeck information on prices, and [10] to account for flow driven autocorrelations).
Last but not least, practitioners use TCA (Transaction Cost Analysis, see [40] and [29] ) to assess the quality of the execution their brokers provided, and the efficiency of their own dealing desks. Very often the TCA reports are made of plain averages, which can be completely misleading in presence of autocorrelations. Primarily, TCAs aim to isolate the adequacy of some trading choices, given the expected state of liquidity on the given day. Ignoring autocorrelations distorts the reference expectations.
This paper is dedicated to establish benchmark models on intraday liquidity dynamics at this intermediate time scale (few times 5 minutes), so that specific studies or TCA using this nature of data can use our findings as a worldwide compass.
Our basic methodology is to systematically fit linear models on time series of liquidity related variables; and to exhibit and comment on the obtained results. Our goal is on the one hand to document the liquidity dynamics at this intermediate scale to provide a benchmark for further analyses and on the other hand to compare the results between stocks and across geographical zones.
By "endogenous dynamics", we mean that our models only use the past values of the explained variables as regressors: they do not use any database of external market events or fundamental news dataset on the considered stocks. By "linear dynamics", we mean we only use vectorial or scalar standard autoregressive models [3] .
Thanks to Wold theorem, it is well known any centered weakly stationary process can be decomposed into a regular part and a singular part, and that in non-degenerate cases they can be fit on the right and left terms of an ARMA (AutoRegressive Moving Average) process [3] . We restrict our analysis on ARMA(p, 1) models, meaning we will only allow a white noise on the right side of the ARMA. This choice is driven by the fact it is very difficult to compare an ARMA(p 1 , q 1 ) and an ARMA(p 2 , q 2 ), but easier to compare an ARMA(p 1 , 1) and an ARMA(p 2 , 1). As a consequence, the reader should keep in mind that some of the obtained models could be replaced by full ARMA ones. When it is possible to fit a full ARMA instead of an AR, the first parameter p of the obtained full ARMA will probably be a little smaller than ours, at the cost of replacing our white noise by a colored one 3 . Another viewpoint on our approach would be to consider our models as "linear filters" on liquidity variables rather than the best possible models of their dynamics. In this spirit of filtering we will use Cross Validation to choose the number of lags of our AR or VAR models. This technique is widely used in the statistical learning community to choose the number of parameters (i.e. "hyperparameters") of a model (like the number of units of a neural network) [14] .
Our liquidity-driven variables of interest are the following quantities, estimated on consecutive bins of five minutes from the opening to the closing of trading sessions:
• the traded value (or "turnover"), i.e. is the value (in the local currency) of the shares traded; we use the turnover instead of the number of shares to be robust to split or reverse splits,
• the average bid-ask spread (sampled just before each transaction in the considered bin),
• the "volume on the book" (average of the best ask volume and the best bid volume just before each trade in the bin),
• the Garman-Klass estimate of the volatility 4 that uses the open, high, low and close prices of the bin.
We use the data aggregated from trading venues hosting more than 1% of the traded value on each considered stock. This means we mix trades done on Nyse, BATS and NASAQ for the same stocks in the US, and we use the consolidated tape 5 to compute the bid-ask spreads. Our database of 300 stocks covers UK, US and Asian stocks and spans five years from 2011 to 2016.
We systematically fit AR models on each of them (i.e. predicting the next value of the variable using its own past) and VAR models on each of their combinations (i.e. predicting the future of each variable using the past of a subset of all variables). The contributions of this paper include several stylized facts that show differences as well as interdependencies between studied variables across different markets. Firstly, large-tick stocks have more predictable book size and less predictable spread, volatility and turnover, than the small-tick stocks, given their immediate past; we call this a tick size effect. Secondly, volatility and turnover are also subject to the liquidity effect: the higher the market capitalization of a stock in a considered market, the shorter the memory in these features.
Thirdly, there exist differences that could be named country-driven in the structures of the markets, that we call a liquidity effect. US stocks carry more endogenous information than stocks from the other markets and have shorter memory. UK stocks have varying informational content, independent on individual liquidity and tick size. Asian stocks, on their side, carry less endogenous information and have longer memory. We focus on a representation of such characteristics (amount of endogenous information and memory) with respect to the relative capitalization of the considered stocks inside each country. This representation succeeds in explaining the amount of endogenous information and the length of the memory for the volatility, the traded volume and the book size. Lastly, we observe the memory effect. Volatility has shorter memory and often carries whole informational content of all considered variables, i.e. information on the other variables' past does not improve prediction of volatility. In terms of Granger causality 6 (see [19] ), volatility and turnover are less often caused by the the other variables' immediate past, than the opposite.
The paper is structured as follows: we start by detailing the variables, the databases and the preprocessing (e.g. stationarizing the time series) in Section 2. Section 3 provides detailed results on few well-chosen stocks and comments them. We conclude in Section 4 by the presentation of empirical findings on the whole dataset, and put the emphasis on few stylized facts: the liquidity effect, the tick-size effect, and a country-driven effect. We end this last section by the study of what we call a memory effect: using VAR in place of AR models reduces the needed lags to achieve the same level of explanation.
Methodology and Database

Liquidity Driven Variables
Although liquidity is crucially important for all market participants, the way it might be quantified varies by asset and depends on the investors priorities. As a consequence, a number of liquidity measures has been established within the financial industry (see [13] for an industry-driven study on liquidity). They attempt to build proxies for transaction costs an average investor is expected to face. As a consequence, they have to reflect the cost of trading a very small number of shares (or contracts) on the one hand, and measure the depth available to large investors on the other hand. For order book driven markets, the former is often measured via the bid-ask spread (the atomic cost of instantaneously buying and selling one share), and the latter is meant to be related to the volume in the book (i.e. the average size available to trade at these prices). Since implicit transaction costs 7 can be mitigated by trading slowly, other metrics refer to the rhythm or speed of the considered market. Traded value and volatility during a reference time interval are typical measures of this kind. As a consequence, we have chosen four quantitative measures that seem to be the most important features of liquidity:
• Bid-ask spread (ψ), also known as tightness of the order book, is the difference between the best available ask and bid prices in the limit order book. It describes the cost of completing immediately an order of a number of shares not exceeding the depth on the corresponding first nonempty price limit. As we consider 5-minute bins, the bid-ask spread at the start of each bin is taken as the value of the variable.
• Traded value/turnover (V ), can be defined as the total value of trades carried out within specified period. The big turnovers usually suggest high trading velocity, as well as lower costs of carrying out large orders. Let B(d, τ ) denote τ -th 5-minute time bin on day d. 8 The traded value is given by
where (t k ) is the series of all consecutive transactions times (date-times), while q(t) and p(t) are respectively traded quantity and traded price recorded at time t.
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• Volatility (σ). From a number of different estimators of this primary feature, we decided to use the Garman-Klass volatility, also known as OHLC volatility 10 . Note that the microstructure noise in 5-min time-scale has considerable impact on the price variations and therefore the naïve estimator would inevitably be biased (see [42] for details on the effect of microstructure noise on volatility estimation).
Let h = max{p(t k ) : t k ∈ B}, l = min{p(t k ) : t k ∈ B} be the high and low traded prices in the bin B = B(d, τ ) and let o = p(inf B), c = p(sup B) denote the opening and closing mid-prices for B. The Garman-Klass volatility estimator for the bin B is given bŷ
• Book size (B) is the amount of shares available at the best bid and best ask levels. The depth of the first-level queue shows roughly how long it is needed to wait for a new limit order to be executed and hence enables a trader to asses the trade-off between the price and immediacy of transaction. It also shows how big market orders can be carried out at the best available price, without additional costs of consuming liquidity on higher/lower price levels.
Other quantities of interest include the Free Float value, i.e. the share of stocks owned by public investors, and the average bid-ask spread in ticks ψ * , i.e. the ratio of bid-ask spread and tick size. The latter is important as it lets us distinguish between small-tick stocks (ψ * 2) and large-tick stocks (ψ
Dataset Description
The dataset used in this work comes from the recording of market data made by Capital Fund Management (CFM) for research purposes. The original data consists of tick-by-tick records from real-time data feeds connected to each trading venue, stored in binary format and then, when needed, consolidated according to a timestamp provided by each trading venue, recording the time at which the data has been 7 We will not address explicit transaction costs in this paper; they consist of fees, taxes and financing or borrowing costs.
where ∆d = 24h, ∆τ = 5min and t 0 is opening time, dependent on the market. 9 For convenience, we put p(t) = p(max{t k : t k ≤ t}). 10 Open-High-Low-Close volatlity; in fact, Garman-Klass volatility is the best unbiased analytic scale-invariant estimator based on these four variables, and has 7.4 higher efficiency relative to naïve volatility estimator (in terms of estimator variance). For further information see [17] .
emitted by the venue. Using these raw data, we rearranged them in five minute bins to compute our four liquidity variables.
Only data coming from the continuous auction phases have been used. It means we excluded the large trades of call auctions and the published inconsistent bids and asks during the pre-auction phases (at the open and at the close for all of them, and around the lunch break in our two Asian markets (before and after this break on the Tokyo Stock Exchange and at the start of this break on the Hong Kong exchange). We also do not use any data from the lunch breaks present at Asian markets. As a consequence, we have roughly 80 bins in US, 100 bins in the UK, and 60 bins in Asian markets, per day (see [32] for details on each market). Half-days of trading (like Christmas) are excluded from the database, but late opening days are included. When there is a trading halt, the reopening call auctions are not taken into account, and bins with no trades (waiting for the re-opening) are excluded, but we can have bins that have been opened to trading only for few seconds or minutes 11 . We have no way to identify explicitly circuit breakers, as a consequence we cannot provide any statistics on their activation.
For each stock, each bin is labelled by the day and the time of the day; it allows to make intraday medians of Figure 1 , and to study the intraday seasonality. Our dataset covers period of January 2011 to March 2016; Note this is posterior to the implementation of Reg NMS (and the subsequent decimalization, see [23] ) in the US and MIFID (and the associated fragmentation, see [32] ) in Europe. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics with a breakdown by country; the main remark is that despite a large range of bid-ask spread in basis points, the bid-ask spread in ticks is less diverse from one zone to another, with Hong-Kong stocks being mainly "large tick stocks". Moreover, we have more US stocks (202) that UK ones (98), and fewer Hong-Kong and Japan stocks (51). To account for microstructure and regulation diversity, we will most often provide breakdowns by country.
For Section 4.1, we needed capitalisation of listed companies. That for we used average capitalisation over the period, and the dataset we use are the one provided by the exchanges, that have been recorded by Capital Fund Management. 
Preprocessing
Data cleaning. In the preprocessing stage, after estimation of all four variables over 5-minute bins, data normalization was carried out. Firstly, for each of the stocks, the trading days for which less than Median, 25% and 75% quantiles for our four liquidity variables on AstraZenaca (UK stock), 3M (US Stock), FUJIFILM (Japanese Stock), Cathay Pacific Airways (Hong Kong Listed stock). The vertical units are chosen such that the average value of the day is 1; on the horizontal axis we use the "bin number" (the consecutive number of non empty 5 minutes bins); meaning during the Tokyo or Hong Kong lunch break we do not count any "bin", but we use a blank vertical line to position the lunch break.
80% of the total number of bins was available 12 were completely removed. Secondly, the zero values for volatility (i.e. when there is no trade during 5 minutes, the volatility is by definition zero) have been substituted with the minimum value higher than threshold = 10 −6 observed within the same or the previous day (separately for each stock). This ensured that all of the variables were positive-valued.
Stationarization. It is well known liquidity variables have an intraday seasonality (see for instance [32] , or Figure 1 ): the volatility and the traded volume are higher immediately after the opening, and quite flat during the mid-day. At the end of the day the traded volumes increase, forming a "U-shape"; the volatility too, but less sharply.
For European stocks the opening of US market triggers a jump in volatility and volume. The disclosure of macro-economic news on US markets (like the non farm payrolls), one hour before the openning of US markets, impacts traded volumes and volatility too.
Fundamental reasons support a relation between the bid-ask spread and the volatility: market participants acting as market makers (or at least providing liquidity, i.e. contributing to the bid-ask spread) fear market risk (see [25] for an economic explanation and [20] for an applied mathematical one); thus theory predicts the bid-ask spread is large when the volatility is high. It is not that true before the trading closes, since liquidity providers targeting a flat inventory at the end of the day have an incentive to tighten the bid-ask spread, attempting to obtain the fee rebate for limit orders, instead of consuming liquidity via marketable orders, paying fees.
The bid-ask spread is moreover bounded by the tick size (i.e. the minimum allowed price increase, see [27] for a discussion about the influence of the tick size on the bid-ask spread). Because of the impossibility for liquidity providers to post limit orders inside the bid-ask spread (and thus tighten it) when the spread value is one tick, they tend to post more quantity at existing first limits (on bid and ask sides). As a consequence the average size on first limits (i.e. our book size variable) increases. The book size and the bid-ask spread hence usually vary an opposite way: when the bid-ask spread is large the book size is small, and the reverse.
These effects introduce typical intraday seasonalities; it is needed to remove them to focus on dynamics around this average behaviour. Since all variables are positive, we take their logarithm to symmetrize them and then we remove the seasonality. Using the notation x(d, τ ) for the value of variable x on day d at bin τ (i.e. hour is τ 0 + δτ · τ , where τ 0 is the opening hour and δτ is our bin size -5 minutes-), the pre processing is then
, computed over all the available days D on our dataset. Figure 2 shows the effects of the stationarization procedure on Dahaner Corp. stock (US traded stock). 
Metrics and Methodology
We aim to assess the endogenous information in the scope of the four aforementioned market features. To understand how the information is propagated within market, we will use univariate (AR) and multivariate (VAR) linear autoregressive models. Although these classes of models are basic and their capacity to reflect the relationships between the variables may be limited, they are well studied and commonly used in financial modeling. Ultimately, they let us establish the benchmark lower estimate for the endogenous information, measured as proposed in the above section.
Metrics of performance and model selection. Since the preprocessed data is in a time series form, the estimation of an autoregressive model requires selection of lag (the model's order), which is often carried out using Akaike or Bayesian Information Criteria 13 . However, we aim to measure what can be predicted using the past data rather than to find the model that is statistically most reasonable. Therefore, we treat the number of model parameters as a secondary factor, and compare the performance of all of the models of lags up to 40. For each stock and variable, the best model is being selected in accordance with the out-of-sample R 2 statistic for the variable's prediction. Note that the VAR model normally would achieve different R 2 for each of the variables it comprises.
Estimation procedure. In the univariate approach we used standard maximum-likelihood estimator of the AR model, separately for each variable. In the multivariate case, VAR models were estimated with all possible subsets of variables. For each prediction task 14 the best (subset, lag) pair 15 was selected. Figure 14 presents how frequently each subset of input variables achieved the best results, while Figure  15 shows the most frequently chosen lags.
To reduce variance of the estimator and standardize the estimation procedure for time-series of different lengths, models were trained and validated separately on 20 partially overlapping batches. Each of the batches contained 150 consecutive training days (i.e. between 9,000 and 15,000 consecutive bins) and another 150 following days that were used for validation. The starting points of the batches were equally distributed, so the first batch contained beginning of the available period, while the last one -the end of the period.
Stylized facts and benchmark results
The linear autoregressive models form standard and well studied class of predictive models that are able to capture linear dependence between variables. Their simple yet powerful form makes them usual first candidate for the benchmark solution in modeling time series data. After preprocessing that eliminated seasonality and transformed positive-valued variables into realvalued ones, the data has appropriate form for autoregressive modeling. For that approach to make sense, the time series need to exhibit nonzero autocorrelation structure. Although these vary considerably, the positive autocorrelation can be observed for all stocks and variables; an example is presented in Figure  3 .
Univariate autoregressive modeling
The resulting R 2 statistics varied across the variables and stocks; Table 2 presents prediction results averaged for different markets. In general, the endogenous information increases with the size of the market. Each of the considered liquidity variables can usually be predicted most accurately for US 14 Single prediction task was specified by a stock and a variable. Note that for VAR models, each combination of variables count as one prediction task. 15 Following machine learning naming, each such pair will be refereed to as the hyperparameters of our model. stocks, followed by those from UK, and ending on Asian ones. The exception can be observed for the book size of the Hong Kong stocks, which can be predicted with R 2 of 65.9%, which is very close to US stocks (R 2 ≈ 64%). Volatility appears to be the variable for which the achievable predictive power (i.e. R 2 ) is the most stable across the stocks on each market. The markets, however, vary between each other and the average predictability is on different levels. It is worth to notice that the UK stocks have more variable endogenous information and their R 2 spans between 0 and 40%. More details will be presented in the section 4.3. Another factor that distinguishes volatility from the other variables is the market memory. As our approach involved the grid search of the best performing model across different hyperparameter settings, 16 the lag of the model indicates how far in the past a significant information can be found. The US and UK stocks models required considerably less lagged values to achieve the best performance for volatility than for the other variables 17 . The limit order book dynamics is dependent on the tick size of the particular stock 18 . This has a direct effect on spread prediction itself, as well as on a book size. The explained variance of the book size is approximately inverse-proportional to the spread in ticks, and hence is high for the large-tick stocks and low for small-tick stocks.
Correlation analysis.
Analysis of the correlations between the features observed at the same time or with a delay naturally extends the univariate approach. The positive correlation of volatility and traded volume is a known stylized fact (See [11] ) In this section we consider the dependencies between the market features. Figure  4 presents the correlations between variables and their delayed values for a sample stock. In general, the cross-variable correlation structure varies considerably by stock. Nevertheless, the strong positive correlation is often observed between volatility and traded volume, while the book size is negatively correlated with the other features.
The correlation structure between time series is closely related with Granger causality. Let us recall that the time series X G-causes time series Y if the vector-autoregressive model
fits the data more closely than the univariate AR model where p is the lag, A i , B i , A i are the estimated parameters and t , t are the error terms. The goodness of fit is measured in that case by the variance of the error terms, which is linked directly with the R 2 statistic 19 . Therefore, the comparison of multivariate and univariate models performance will enable us to better understand the relationships between the variables in the context of causality. Note, that the only difference between our approach and classical approach to Granger causality is that we choose the best model parameters in accordance with the out-of-sample R 2 instead of the in-sample.
VAR (Vector Auto-Regressive) model
Despite the fact that the considered features measure incomparable quantities represented in different units, these variables are correlated and as will be shown later, modeling them together using simple linear model can improve prediction of their future values. In general, we can observe that the VAR models achieved slightly higher explained variance than univariate models in US and UK, yet the improvement was rarely significant and sometimes not present at all. For instance, the AR models of volatility usually outperformed VAR models. This means that volatility time series often possesses all the endogenous information needed to predict its future, and the rest of variables do not cause volatility in the sense of Granger. Interestingly, this is not the case for the other features.
On the other hand, in many cases the performance close to the univariate benchmark can be achieved by multivariate models of considerably smaller lag. This effect is especially vital for book size and turnover in US and UK, and is presented in the Figure 5 .
There were, however, situations where VAR model yielded better performance than univariate. For most of the stocks in Hong Kong and a group of large-tick stocks in Japan more accurate predictions of turnover and book size were obtained. Lag improvement was also more common on the Asian markets. 
Identified effects: New Stylized Facts on Liquidity
Liquidity effect
Towards a better definition of liquidity. Up to now we used our four variables (traded value, volatility, Bid-Ask spread and volume at first limits) as a proxy to the "market liquidity": the liquidity available to trade for investors on electronic markets during the continuous auctions. On each of them, we built dynamical models made of one intraday seasonality times a proportional auto-regressive part:
Practitioners often to measure the liquidity of a stock as its free float market capitalization: since this market capitalization is the amount of dollars that can be traded (on the paper), it is natural to believe the more of such "tradable dollars", the easier of an investor to buy or sell a position, and hence the more "liquid " the stock. Figure 6 shows the relationship between our four variables and the average market capitalization of our Japanese, British and American stocks from June 2011 to March 2016. The average value x of the variable is computed during the whole period for each stock k of zone 20 z, it is then cross-renormalized: x(k, z) is replaced by
where the mean and std are computed over all the stocks of the same zone. The market capitalization C(k, z) is cross-renormalized too, dividing it by its standard deviation of all the stocks of the same zone. One can clearly see the relation between the average traded value in five minutes and the capitalization of the stock. The relation is similar across zones. For the other variables, there is no relationship between their average value during five minutes and the capitalization of the traded stock. Memory length of intraday short term variations. One of our findings is that the modeling of oscillations around the intraday seasonality exhibits a dependence to market capitalization. Figure 7 shows how the market capitalization of a stock as a function of the first coefficient a 0 of an AR model 21 fitted on our variables dynamics at five minutes (once deseasonalized).
Note λ can be read as "the larger λ, the shorter memory". Our findings are thence: the more liquid in the capitalization sense, the shorter term memory of volatility and traded value around the intraday seasonality; and the more liquid in the capitalization sense, the less dependence to past values in amplitude too.
Summary of the "Liquidity Effect". These findings are compatible with the following hypothesis: if a liquid stock sees its volatility or traded value going away from its "usual behavior", the faster it will come back to normal. It is weakly true for the Bid-Ask spread (probably the discrete and bounded nature of the spread forces its dynamics to be similar for most stocks, somehow independently from the market capitalization of the stock). The tick size is certainly of paramount importance in shaping the short term dynamics of the Bid-Ask spread (see the "tick effect" documented in the next Subsection). Nor the dynamics of volume on first limits or even its average value is disconnected from the market capitalization of the traded stock.
Tick size effect
In this section we discuss endogenous information in the context of avg. bid-ask spread in tick size. We define the former as the explained variance -the R 2 statistic -achievable by an autoregressive model in prediction of the future values given the variable immediate past. The latter variable is often used to segment stocks according to the role the bid-ask spread is playing in the microstructure of their limit order books. For the large-tick stocks the value of average bid-ask spread to tick size is small (lower than 1.3) which means that often there is no empty price limit between the best bid and best ask prices, as 20 zone is Amerian, Japan or UK. 21 with the following notation P i=0 a i X t−i = ε(t). well as among several higher levels. This increases the importance of book size as a measure of liquidity and market significance of any price movement.
For small-tick stocks, on the contrary, the spread often stretches over several price levels, making the book size less significant, as liquidity providers submit orders on multiple price levels on each side. The limit orders might also be submitted in between best-bid and best-ask prices, forming a new best-level.
The endogenous information of individual stocks is dependent on the average bid-ask spread in ticks and particular variable.
For book size, the informational content of the past is highest for the large-tick stocks, with R 2 between 60% and 90%. The statistic is negatively correlated with the spread in ticks but stabilizes at 20 to 40% for very small-tick stocks. All other variables show quite similar patterns. At each market, medium-and small-tick stocks had similar levels of predictability, and higher than the ones of large-tick stocks, for which R 2 stretched from 0 up to 70%.
These outcomes can easily be observed in Figure 9 . Note that for the average bid-ask spread of largetick stocks, its poor predicting power might seem counter-intuitive, as the spread for such stocks for most of the time is equal to one tick. This, however indicates that the distribution of spread, averaged over 5-minute bins, is less continuous and has significant mass at 1 (see Figure 10) , which limits the modeling capabilities of linear regression models.
Moreover, as expected: the large-tick stocks have less volatile bid-ask spread. This has crucial impact on R 2 , as this statistic is relative to the data deviations; namely, the less variance to predict, the more accurate the predictions must be to retain the given level of R 2 . Hence, the large-ticks stocks may have their spread predicted more accurately in absolute terms, despite achieving considerably low R 2 . To sum up, the large-tick stocks have diverse informational content of the immediate past, generally smaller for bid-ask spread and larger for book size, as compared with the medium-and small-tick stocks of the same market. 
Country-driven effect
Results presented in Table 2 , Figure 9 and Figure 11 legitimize a general observation that there is a country-driven effect: in general, it is easier to predict the considered variables, given their immediate past in the US than in the UK. It is worst for Asian stocks. This country-driven effect is difficult to identify clearly; it is probably a mix of effects, including capitalization of listed companies (that are on average greater for the US than for the UK, and then for Japan and Hong-Kong, in general and thus in our database too), and of the tick size. Regulations probably play a role as trading practices too 22 . Although the achieved R 2 varies by stock, on average the US stocks carry the highest informational content, followed, with few exceptions, by UK, Japanese and Hong Kong stocks.
The UK market appears to have significantly less structured relation between endogenous information and the average spread in ticks, especially for volatility and bid-ask spread. While the stocks from the other markets form clear clusters, for UK stocks the informational content of the past stretches from very low to fairly high (R 2 from 0 to .8), with little or no dependence on the avg. spread in ticks characteristic. This effect is not observed for the book size and was less significant for the traded value.
Another differences between the markets can be observed for traded value. The smaller market, the more significant are the differences between univariate and multivariate models. In general, the VAR model helps in lowering the lag 23 rather than in attaining higher information content. This however is not the case for traded value of Hong Kong and Japanese stocks, where the difference between AR and VAR is significant in terms of R 2 . To conclude, the informational content of the the liquidity variables is dependent on the market. The endogenous information of each variable is generally similar across the stocks traded in the same area (except the UK), which might be related both to the internal regulations and to the market size. 2 ) for traded value. The distribution is estimated separately for each market on the improvements obtained for single stocks from that market. One may notice 'steps' in the distribution for Hong Kong, which occur due to lower number of stocks from this market available for this study. 
Memory effect and causality
Causality test. The considered variables expose clear correlation structure between each other (See Figure 4) . To examine causality between these variables we carried out Granger χ 2 causality tests, separately for each stock, each pair of variables and each lag between them. As presented on Figure 13 , most of the tests retained null hypothesis that there is a causality between given variables, yet whenever the lag, i.e. time difference between the (potential) cause and the dependent variable, was small, in some cases (up to 15% of test) the null hypothesis was rejected. The higher the lag, the share of rejected tests is smaller (less than 1% for lag 4, 0% for lags above 16).
This suggests that although the variables influence each other, the information between them is not passed instantly. Moreover, the information passing is not symmetric. For instance, the traded value G-causes the next value of bid-ask spread for almost all variables; the opposite is much less common (see Figure 13 ).
The positive results from Granger test reaffirm the legitimacy of multivariate autoregressive modeling. Given these, we discuss the choice of lag and its effects on the results. Choice of lag. The choice of the right number of lags is an important problem in autoregressive modeling. As explained in Section 2, the criterion that we used for the selection of optimal lag was the out-of-sample performance. Theoretically, extending the number of lags should not have the negative impact on the performance. In practice, however, the models with higher numbers of parameters are more prone to overfitting, which might be seen as inference from noise or local features present only in the training set. As a consequence, the lags of the selected models were extended as long as the input series carried more endogenous informational content. This approach let us infer how many past observations of the series cause the current one, in the sense of Granger, and hence discuss the 'market memory' of each stock. Figure 15 presents the distribution of the most informative lags among different countries and target variables. On average, the best models for bid-ask spread had on average significantly higher numbers of lags (18) than the other variables (12) (13) (14) . These lags correspond to periods of 60 to 90 minutes. However, for certain stocks and features, the numbers of lags were much lower or much higher, including the maximal tested lag (40) . Table 3 presents the average lags estimated for each country and variable and compares with the respective results of univariate model.
One may notice that in some cases the results varied by location. For instance, the average lags for American stocks were the lowest, for all the variables except the book size, where Hong Kong stocks had exceptionally small average lag (5.6). On the other hand, the average lags for Japanese stocks were often the highest. For volatility, the average lags among Asian stocks were twice as big as for UK and US stocks.
We can also observe that in many cases VAR models reduce the lag significantly. In many cases, quite similar R 2 was attained by both AR and VAR, yet the latter did not need to look as far back as the former. This effect was particularly apparent for book size for most of the stocks. For the other variables it was observed less often. For instance, since for volatility the univariate models were usually preferable, the VAR model rarely gave any advantage.
Choice of variables. The variables showed different behavior in terms of preferred VAR model. As mentioned before, for volatility, the most common best model was the univariate one, i.e. the other variables often did not carry additional informational content on volatility. These variables, on the other hand, showed more complicated, diverse relationships between each other. Although four-variable model was often the model of choice (especially for bid-ask spread), for many stocks we observed VAR models of one, two or three variables obtaining the highest out-of-sample R 2 . Figure 14 summarizes the models that commonly attained the highest informational content of the past among studied stocks. Note that the popularity of each model for a particular variable varied by geographical zone.
Overall, the bid-ask spread has longer memory than the other variables. The informational content of the individual variables can stretch from 15 minutes to over 3 hours of their immediate past, but, except for volatility, the same information can often be found in the lower lags of the other variables.
The plausible explanation for the different behavior of volatility is that the other variables are endogenous features the order book. Although their values also are dependent on the order flow, volatility might be more susceptible to the information exogenous to the microstructure of the market.
Conclusion
In this paper we present a systematic study of the endogenous dynamics of four liquidity variables at the 5 minutes time scales. Once we removed the intraday seasonality of the logarithms of the traded value, the (Garman-Klass) volatility, the bid-ask spread and the size of the book (i.e. the average size at first limits), we model their dynamics a linear way (i.e. via AR or VAR models) using their own past and the past of other variables. Hence our models focus on the multiplicative variations around the seasonality of each variable. We used cross validation and took the out of sample R 2 as our main criterion to draw conclusion from this unique empirical study covering 300 worldwide stocks over five years.
We isolate some stylized facts:
• A liquidity effect: The larger the market capitalization of a stock, the smaller the length of the past influencing volatility and traded value.
• The informational content of the book size dynamics deeply relies on a "tick size effect", for all zones, all stocks: the smaller the bid-ask spread in ticks, the easier to predict the book size.
• A country-driven effect: For the three other variables (volatility, traded value and bid-ask spread): the length of the past needed to anticipate current value is far smaller for US stocks (around one hour) than for stock from other zones (around two and a half hour for UK and Asia). Moreover, the informational content of the variables on their endogenous dynamics is higher on the US than on other zones.
The specificity of US stocks dynamics is difficult to explain. One explanation could be the US market is faster than others, in terms of liquidity. But having an out of sample R 2 twice higher in the US than on other zones (i.e. it is easier to anticipate the future values of volatility, bid-ask spread and turnover using their own past only) means more than just a speed difference.
Moreover, the volatility seems to be specific in the sense that
• using other variables does not helps to anticipate volatility,
• the quality of the anticipation of volatility dynamics does not vary a lot from one stock to another.
These two remarks could suggest that, once the seasonality is removed, volatility has a macroscopic (systematic) meaning, quite disconnected from the dynamics of other liquidity variables.
In terms of the informational content of other variables:
• In most cases: using not only the variable itself, but the other ones to model its dynamics decreases the needed length of the past (i.e. the memory), without really improving the quality of the anticipation.
• The turnover dynamics helps to predict the volume of the book ones,
• and all other variables dynamics are needed to improve the knowledge of bid-ask spread dynamics.
• The UK seems to be specific in the sense the causality between turnover and volume of the book goes both ways: each of them significantly helps to reduce the number of lags needed to anticipate dynamics of the other.
Our results clearly exhibit auto-correlations between variables driving liquidity dynamics at the fiveminute time scale. Since most frameworks using for optimal trading and transaction cost analysis are positioned at this scale, it could be good to consider to introduce our endogenous dynamics into these frameworks. This opens a new direction of research.
